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Camera & Lens Recommendations for  
Shooting Real Estate Video 

One of the most common 
questions I get asked is what 
camera and lens would I 
recommend for shooting real 
estate video. So here is my 
recommendations which I have 
split into 3 categories being entry, 
mid and high end levels dependant 
on your budget and/or experience. 

But firstly here are some caveats: 

1. The first caveat for this and it's an old cliche but It's not about the camera or gear 
you have but its how you use it!  Sure there are some great features such as Log 

recording, high frame rates etc that higher end (read expensive) cameras allow you 

but at the end of the day they are just a tool.  Your skills at the end of the day are what 

will make your video good or bad not the latest whizz-bang gear or accessory. 

2. If you already have a camera system or lenses make the most of them first.  I get a lot 

of stills photographers asking me about what gear they should get for shooting video 

and they often already have it in there camera bags! Then upgrade as you need it. 

3. There is also no reason you cannot charge a high price or produce a beautiful 

cinematic video with my entry level, low budget gear recommendations.

4. These are of course my opinions based on my experience of gear I have used and 

tested and will of course stand behind.  However I haven’t tried Nikon or Fujifilm gear 

but that is not to say they are more than capable of doing the job, see caveat No.1. 

5. And lastly please note that the links to my gear page are my Amazon affiliate links if 

you should purchase gear through my recommendations. It doesn’t cost you anything 

and I get a small percentage which goes toward getting more gear to test and review.
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Right with the caveats behind us let’s get into it.  I have divided my 
recommendations into 3 price/experience levels being; 

1. Low Budget Gear (Best for someone new to shooting 
video or perhaps wants a quick and easy non-technical 
entry into video). 

A very common question I get asked is what camera gear would I recommend 
for someone starting out or perhaps a stills photographer crossing over to 
video? 

My answer is the DJI Osmo standard  

You can see my Youtube video on my 
thoughts and and examples of using the DJI 
Osmo here https://youtu.be/cM50mVZDaXE  

(I’m looking a bit beat up in this video as I 
had just had some sun damage cut out of 
my face….wear sunscreen!) 

You can also see another video I made using 
the Osmo for non-real estate purposes here 
https://youtu.be/6KwyzzOvCFU 

I have divided my reasons for recommending the DJI Osmo into the pro’s and 
con’s of the camera. 

The Pros:  
• It is a fairly simple to use handheld gimbal with the only other thing you 

need to get going is your phone with the DJI Go app installed. 
• It has a built in wide lens equivalent of 20mm in 35mm camera terms 

which I recommend as essential for shooting interior real estate video. 
• Stabilisation and focus is taken care of for you. 
• It can actually produce some pretty nice results and you can shoot with 

either full auto or manual exposure controls as your confidence and 
experience grows. 

• The gimbal stabilisation works extremely well straight out of the box, no 
balancing or calibrating of the gimbal required. 
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https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/226879-dji-osmo-handheld-4k
https://youtu.be/cM50mVZDaXE
https://youtu.be/6KwyzzOvCFU
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The Cons: 
• The Osmo is not great in low light situations and it can produce some 

grainy looking footage especially if shooting in the auto exposure settings.  
You can control the ISO when shooting in manual exposure modes to help 
eliminate this. 

• It can be fiddly to use as you have to connect the Osmo to your phones 
wifi and then the DJI app every time you power up your Osmo.  It can be 
frustrating and its not quick if you are in a hurry! 

• The battery!  In a nutshell battery life is pretty woeful on the Osmo and I’d 
highly recommend picking up a spare or two (see my recommendations 
below). 

• Its not a camera for getting shallow depth of field style of shots or more 
cinematic style of shots such as DSLR cameras can give you. 

 
Recommended Accessories: 
•Spare battery or two as battery life is pretty 
ordinary. 
•ND8 filter for shooting outdoors in bright 
conditions, the ND filter that comes with the 
Osmo is good to get you started but I 
recommend the ND8 to help get your shutter 
speeds down when shooting outside. 
•The Osmo Base for standing it up when you 
are not using it or just storing the Osmo, its 
more useful than you would think! 

• And of course I have to recommend my online course on using the Osmo 
to specifically shoot real estate video https://learn.grantjohnston.me/p/
using-the-dji-osmo-to-shoot-professional-real-estate-video 

Last thoughts 
The Osmo is a great budget level tool that can produce some really nice 
video, some times I have got frustrated with it and the fiddly way to connect to 
my phone. Other times it has surprised me with how good the images I have 
got out of have been.   

Its a very capable and generally user friendly tool that I would recommend. 
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https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/polarpro-dji-osmo
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/dji-base-for-osmo
https://learn.grantjohnston.me/p/using-the-dji-osmo-to-shoot-professional-real-estate-video
https://learn.grantjohnston.me/p/using-the-dji-osmo-to-shoot-professional-real-estate-video
https://learn.grantjohnston.me/p/using-the-dji-osmo-to-shoot-professional-real-estate-video
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2. Mid Level/Intermediate gear - Best for those 
wanting to take more manual control of their shooting and 
have options for cinematic styles. 

My top recommendation for this category would be the;  

• Canon 80D 
• Tokina 11-16 f2.8 lens 
• Canon Ef-S 18-135 lens 
 
In a nutshell I still think its one of the 
best cameras for price and 
functionality for the job. 

I have owned this camera and its 
predecessor the Canon 70D for 
several years.  Until very recently this 
was my main camera for shooting 
Real Estate Video on and would still 
happily use it if I had too. 

You can see some of my videos using 
this camera on the following links from 
my Youtube channel; 

Canon 80D Luxury property shoot 
Canon 80D vs Canon 70D 
Canon 70D Real Estate Shoot 

The Pro’s 
• The 80D is a crop sensor camera and can produce some great looking 

images for both Video and stills.  It comes in at a pretty good price and you 
will have access to the Canon range of interchangeable lenses. 

• It has full auto and full manual controls with many options to customise the 
look of your video, audio levels (has a mic in jack for external 
microphones) and much more 

• It has great battery life and uses standard size SD Cards for recording 
video too. 

• It has a nice weight and size for handling and using on sliders. 
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http://amzn.to/2lrWgH6
https://www.amazon.com/Tokina-11-16mm-AT-X116-Digital-Cameras/dp/B007ORXEIW/ref=as_li_ss_tl?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1523490987&sr=1-1&keywords=tokina+11-16+canon&linkCode=ll1&tag=loo023-20&linkId=6f63847bb77e4d1e049cf41ab1a6ee7e
http://amzn.to/2l5Aa0V
https://vimeo.com/227819042
https://youtu.be/rHdxegSxEWE
https://youtu.be/c4n3fsqXk7w
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Recommended Accessories: 
Spare battery 
Technicolor picture profile and my Youtube video on installing it 
My online course on Shooting Video with the Canon 80D 

Which lenses for the Canon 80D? 
I would recommend 2 lenses,  

Tokina 11-16 f2.8 lens 
Canon 18-135 stm kit lens 
 

When shooting interior real estate video you 
want a wide lens with an approximate 18-20mm 
field of view (in traditional 35mm camera 
terms).  My goto lens for interior real estate 
video shooting is the Tokina 11-16 f2.8.  With 
the Canon 80D’s crop factor of 1.6 this gives 
this lens an approximate 18mm-25mm field of 
view. 

Its a nicely made lens which gives great 
performance for both video and stills.  It has the 
fast f2.8 constant aperture (ie. good for low 

light) and a proper manual focus ring and zoom controls.  It has a noisy auto-
focus system but I use it mainly in manual focus mode. 

The alternative to this lens is the cheaper Canon EF-S 10-18mm f4.5- 5.6 
lens.  Its not a constant aperture lens and it doesn’t have the nice f2.8 
aperture of the Tokina but it can produce nice results at a lower price than the 
Tokina. 

The other lens to make a 2 lens system for your Canon 80D would be the 
Canon kit lens you can get with the 80D being the Canon EF-S 18-135 
f3.5-5.6 STM lens.  This will give you an effective zoom range of 28mm to 
216mm.  This will give you the options for shooting general exterior wides and 
close up details and its my goto lens for travel style videos. 
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https://www.technicolor.com/cinestyle#how-do-i-load-cinestyle-profile-to-my-canon-camera
https://youtu.be/y8NZug6ZXXw
http://My%20online%20course%20on%20Shooting%20Video%20with%20the%20Canon%2080D
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/tokina-11-16mm-f-2-8
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/canon-ef-s-18-135mm
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/tokina-11-16mm-f-2-8
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/canon-ef-s-10-18mm-f
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/canon-ef-s-10-18mm-f
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/canon-ef-s-18-135mm
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/canon-ef-s-18-135mm
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If you want to achieve the lovely shallow depth of field shots (ie. blurry back 
ground) as your skills progress then you need lenses with smaller aperture 
values or f-stops such as f2.8.  The Canon lens I use for this is the Canon 
17-55 f2.8 and this is my goto lens after the Tokina for my Canon 80D when 
shooting real estate. 

3. High Level/Advanced Gear - Best for those 
comfortable with shooting video and shooting in manual 
exposure modes. 

My top recommendations are a little conflicted here and I’ll explain why soon.  
But first here are my recommendations; 

System Recommendation Number 1: 
 
Sony A7Sii 
Sony 16-35mm f/4 OSS lens 

You can see my Youtube video of 
this exact setup here and the pro’s 
and con’s in my opinion. This video 
is almost a year old now but is still 
relevant. 

Pro’s 
• Its amazing low-light shooting 

capabilities 
• Log recording format for greater 

dynamic range in your shots 
• High frame rate recording 
• 4K video recording 
• Compact size for use on gimbals 

Con’s 
• No flip-out or touch screen LCD monitor 
• Battery life is pretty poor 
• Menu system takes some getting use too. 
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https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/224850-canon-ef-s-17-55mm-f
https://kit.com/GrantJ/real-estate-video-gear/224850-canon-ef-s-17-55mm-f
http://amzn.to/2qPek3P
http://amzn.to/2qZctqu
https://youtu.be/SsTYVShytLM
https://youtu.be/SsTYVShytLM
https://youtu.be/SsTYVShytLM
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Recommended Accessories: 
Spare batteries and If you are after more help in learning to shoot real estate 
videos have a look at my How to Shoot Real Estate Videos online course 
here. 

Chances are if you are looking at this category of camera gear you will 
already have a fairly good idea of what camera brand and lenses you like.  
You may already own some Canon or Sony lenses and have a preferred 
brand. 

When you get into this category you are starting to see smaller incremental 
gains, ie. a lot more expensive costs for small gains.  For example the Sony 
setup here is more than double the price of the Canon setup I recommended 
in the intermediate level setup. The Sony is however (in my opinion) not twice 
as good as the Canon 80D setup. 

The main reason I would recommend the Sony in this category is its low-light 
shooting capabilities which is a situation you will often find when shooting real 
estate video.  And it has just about every other camera spec you could wish 
for including high frame rate recording, mic-in jack, 4K recording and the 
Sony S-Log recording formats. 

You will also then need a lens with a greater zoomed in focal length such as 
the Sony 24-70 f4 for close up detail shots and general scenics. 

System Recommendation Number 2: 

I was trying to keep this article to a single recommendation for each level but 
would be hypocritical of me as I ignored my own advice when choosing my 
latest camera system and went for the…..  

Panasonic GH5 (update March 2018 .. I would now choose the GH5s) 
Panasonic Leica 8-18 lens 

You can watch my Youtube video on 
this exact setup here. 
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http://bit.ly/2HuwQEE
http://bit.ly/2HuwQEE
http://amzn.to/2soiI6V
https://amzn.to/2qpqHkZ
http://amzn.to/2qH5AZG
https://youtu.be/vWxFtP3DqYE
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Why? - because as I believe when choosing or recommending any gear the 
first criteria is what you want to use the gear for.  In my case I wanted a 
camera system for not only shooting real estate videos but also travel and 
vlog style videos so I needed the flip out LCD monitor of the GH5 and a 
couple of its other features that the Sony didn’t have such as better battery 
life. 

The other Panasonic lens I would have happily gone with would have been 
the Panasonic 7-14mm f4 lens.  The reason I went with the Panasonic Leica 
8-18 lens is that I got a good deal on it and like the little extra zoom range it 
has.  The non-constant aperture doesn’t bother me as when shooting real 
estate video I’m always in manual exposure mode and f2.8 on the wide lens 
is generally where I operate this lens. 

The Sony would still be my first recommendation for strictly shooting Real 
Estate video altho now with the introduction of the GH5s with its fantastic low-
light shooting capability there is very little separating them!  It would now 
probably come down to any existing lenses I have for either Sony or 
Panasonic and of course the price. 

I hope this has been of some help to you when considering camera system 
options and remember that the single biggest factor that will improve your 
videos is your skill using these great tools….not the tool. 

Happy Shooting. 

Grant  
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https://amzn.to/2HgqM4U

